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Summary 
 
Herbert Pundik, a Jewish student of 12 living in Copenhagen when Germany invaded Denmark on April 
9, 1940 starts with a description of the first three years of occupation as Danes simply trying not to “to 
upset the apple cart” when dealing with Germans. Pundik also praises the insights of 1940 German 
Ambassador to Denmark, von Renthe-Finke, who suggested to the German Foreign Office that Danes 
would remain passive as long as Jews were “left alone”. Pundik goes on to describe the:  
• History of the approx. 7000 Jews in Denmark and their Polish and Russian origins. 
• His start in the underground’s illegal press activity and the effect upon him of the Danish 
government’s mass resignation on August 29, 1943.   
• Attempts of the Germans to identify and arrest Jews on October 1-3, 1943, and the subsequent 
conditions that made escape from Denmark necessary and possible, including the role of local hospitals 
and the medical community.  
• His own rescue and that of his parents, sister and brother. 
• Cooperation of the Danish police forces with escapees and the underground until September 
1944, when the Germans arrested many of them.   
• Establishment and financing of escape routes, with a standard fee of 2000 Krona, as well as how 
the relationships created during the escapes helped build a larger and more active Danish Resistance 
movement. 
• Attitude of the German Wehrmacht, which he contrasts with the original version of the war as a 
“National Myth of the Black Germans, the White Danish knights and the poor Jewish victims”, including 
the moderating role of General Van Hannecken, despite his transfer of about 500 Jews to 
Theresienstadt.  
• Commencement of the “normal” Nazi race program against Jews in Denmark and the 
interaction of key figures, such as General Van Hannecken, Dr. Werner Best (nicknamed “the 
Bloodhound of France”) as Germany’s highest local civilian representative, Best’s assistant Georg 
Duckwitz, and Henriques, a prominent Danish Jew. 
• Visit by Nazi official Adolf Eichmann to investigate how the arrest order only caught about 500 
Jews of the 7000 total, and the unusual decision where Best and Eichmann arranged the releases from 
Theresienstadt of some with partial Jewish ancestry, and Gentiles who had married Jews. 
• His activities and those of other Danes after escaping to Sweden, including schooling, the 
formation of a Danish armored brigade, and its return to liberate Denmark on May 5, 1945.  
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